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ABSTRACT

Turbulence and gusts cause variations in the aerodynamic forces and moments applied to the

structure of aircraft, resulting in passenger discomfort and dynamic loads on the structure

that it must be designed to support. By designing Gust Load Alleviation (GLA) systems, two

objectives can be achieved: first, realizing higher passenger comfort; and second, reducing

the dynamic structural loads, which allows the design of lighter structures. In this paper, a

methodology for designing combined feedback/feedforward GLA systems is proposed. The

methodology relies on the availability of a wind profile ahead of the aircraft measured by a

Doppler LIDAR sensor, and is based on H∞-optimal control techniques and a discrete-time

preview-control problem formulation. Moreover, to allow design trade-offs between those

two objectives (to achieve design flexibility) as well as to allow specification of robustness

criteria, a variant of the problem using multi-channel H∞-optimal control techniques is intro-

duced. The methodology developed in this paper is intended to be applied to large aircraft,

e.g. transport aircraft or business jets. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the

proposed design methodology in accounting for the measured wind profile to achieve the two

mentioned objectives, while ensuring both design flexibility and controller robustness and

optimality.
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NOMENCLATURE

Flight mechanics

CG centre of gravity of the aircraft

g gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
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I·· aircraft moments and products of inertia with respect to body axis system

(· = x, y or z) (kg m2)

L, M , N components of the resultant moment about the CG in the body axis

system (N m)

m aircraft mass (kg)

p, q, r components of the aircraft angular velocity vector in the body axis system

(rad/s)

uK , vK , wK components of the flight-path velocity vector relative to the Earth in the body

axis system (m/s)

VTAS true airspeed (m/s)

wgust vertical wind component from the gust (m/s)

X , Y , Z components of the resultant force vector in the body axis system (N)

xyz body axis system (fixed to the aircraft, with the CG as origin)

x, y, z components of the inertial position vector (inertial displacements) (m)

α angle-of-attack (◦)

δe,cmd, δ
sym
a,cmd commanded elevator and symmetric aileron deflections, respectively (◦)

δe,act, δ
sym
a,act elevator and symmetric aileron deflections (output of the corresponding flight

control actuator), respectively (◦)

�, �, � Euler angles (bank, inclination and azimuth angles, respectively) (◦)

Structural dynamics

BR1, BR4 bending moments at stations WR1 and WR4, respectively (N m)

dE total elastic deformation

mi, Qi generalised mass (kg) and force (N) associated with the ith flexible mode,

respectively

nHTR
z normal load factor at station HTR

npilot
z normal load factor at pilot location

ζi, ωi modal damping (–) and natural frequency (rad/s), respectively

ηi, φi generalised coordinate and mode shape (eigenfunction), respectively

Control

aIMU
z vertical acceleration measurements from the IMU (m/s2)

d, dp disturbance input and previewed disturbance input available for the control

action, respectively

qIMU pitch rate measurements from the IMU (rad/s)

h preview horizon (continuous time) or preview length (discrete time)

H∞, ‖ · ‖∞ infinity norm of a system

Tzw closed-loop transfer matrix from the exogenous input to the regulated output

u, w control and exogenous input vectors, respectively

x state vector of the system
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y, z measured and regulated output vectors, respectively

yd preview measurements from the LIDAR

γ H∞ performance value

ξ augmented state vector

1.0 INTRODUCTION

As per Part 25 of the FAA Airworthiness Standards(1) and CS-25 of the EASA Certification

Specifications(2), the strength requirements on an aircraft structure are specified in terms of

limit loads (the maximum loads to be expected in service) and ultimate loads (the limit loads

multiplied by prescribed factors of safety). The structure must be able to support these limit

loads without detrimental permanent deformation or damage. The manufacturer must deter-

mine (for all critical combinations of parameters on and within the boundaries of the structural

design envelope) the applicable structural design loads resulting from likely externally or

internally applied pressures, forces or moments that may occur. The limit loads are defined

to be equal to these structural design loads. For proof of a structure, compliance with these

strength requirements must be demonstrated for each critical loading condition, considering

all of these applied loads.

Of particular interest in this paper are the loads resulting from gust and turbulence condi-

tions. Turbulence and gusts cause variations of the aerodynamic forces and moments applied

to the structure of aircraft. By designing Gust Load Alleviation (GLA) systems, the dynamic

structural loads can be reduced, allowing for the design of lighter structures (assuming that the

sizing/critical cases result from the gust and turbulence loads). Furthermore, the ride quality

can be enhanced, resulting in improved passenger comfort.

The design of GLA systems dates back 50 years to the Load Alleviation and Mode

Stabilization (LAMS) program of the Boeing B-52E(3). Over recent decades, many GLA sys-

tems have been implemented on numerous aircraft, such as the Lockheed C-5A/L-1011-500,

Boeing B-1 and Airbus A320/A330/A340/A380/A350. The GLA systems on these aircraft

are mainly based on feedback measurements from inertial sensors(4). In some other aircraft,

e.g. the Northrop Grumman B-2 and Boeing 787, aerodynamic measurements (from air data

sensors) are additionally included to estimate the gust component of the aircraft angle-of-

attack(4), allowing for feedforward control. DLR’s research activities in this direction led

to the Open-Loop Gust Alleviation (OLGA) system(5) and the Load Alleviation and Ride

Smoothing (LARS) system(6).

In the case of inertial sensors, the main limiting factors are the finite number of independent

actuators (e.g. Direct-Lift Control (DLC) flaps and ailerons), in addition to their bandwidth

and authority. In the case of aerodynamic sensors, these limiting factors can be relaxed to

some extent as a result of compensating for the gust component of the aircraft angle-of-attack

and of having more lead time in the control loop. Hence the performance of the GLA system

is expected to be enhanced, but with the additional limitation of the small looking distance

between the sensor (normally located at the aircraft’s nose) and the aerodynamic surface

(wing). This makes aerodynamic sensors only beneficial in case of low-speed flight(7).

The numerous successes of active control technologies for GLA systems logically ended

up reaching the maximum technology readiness level (TRL) of 9 for some of these systems.

Consequently, the orientation of research activities moved from the design of GLA systems
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based on classical sensors (i.e. inertial or air data sensors) to the investigation of the potential

enhancement in performance when using more advanced/futuristic sensors. Previous work

in these directions, especially during the AWIATOR project,1 led to the Gust Computation

System (GCS) and Gust Load Alleviation System (GLAS), as well as the consideration of

using Doppler LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) sensors to determine the wind profile

ahead of the aircraft(7). This was based on the observation that, with greater anticipation of

near-future loads, higher GLA performance could be achieved.

If the future reference or disturbance inputs to a system are unknown and unpredictable,

then the control action is determined by operating upon the instantaneous error, error rate,

etc. Such feedback control may or may not achieve the desired performance in tracking the

reference input and/or rejecting disturbances. However, it is expected that the performance can

be further enhanced if future information about the reference or disturbance inputs becomes

available(8). In the literature, if the control system has some future information about reference

or disturbance inputs, then the problem is called preview control (see Ref. [9] for a survey

on this).

Nevertheless, there are other control techniques that can account for such future informa-

tion; for instance, Model Predictive Control (MPC) was used with the LIDAR-based preview

capability for GLA in Refs. [10-13]. In Ref. [14], the authors discuss the opportunities and

challenges of applying MPC for GLA. The same control technique has also been applied

for other control objectives, such as wind turbine load alleviation(15), wake vortex impact

alleviation(16), active automotive suspension(17), ascent load management of reusable launch

vehicles(18) and obstacle avoidance(19).

Other control techniques have also been used with the LIDAR-based preview capability to

achieve different control objectives such as multi-model multi-objective optimisation feedfor-

ward control for aircraft load alleviation(7), the combination of time–frequency decomposition

and decentralised feedforward control for aircraft load alleviation(20), model inversion feed-

forward control for wake vortex impact alleviation(21), model inversion feedforward control

for wind turbine load alleviation(22) and finite-impulse-response filter feedforward control for

wind turbine load alleviation(23).

On the other hand, the preview control technique has also been applied for control

objectives such as state-feedback H2 preview control for rigid aircraft load alleviation(24),

affine parameter-dependent preview control for terrain following(25), adaptive preview control

applied for reference tracking of missiles(26) and multi-objective preview control for active

vehicle suspension(27). This preview control technique is adopted in this paper.

This paper benefits from previous work and projects but focuses on improving the controller

design step. To do so, the control problem is mathematically formulated in such a way that it

becomes solvable using state-of-the-art synthesis algorithms. The motivation for this work is

to demonstrate the possible enhancement in the performance of GLA systems, while ensuring

design flexibility and practicality for possible applications in the near future.

In Section 2, the non-linear aeroelastic model for a flexible aircraft (to which the proposed

design methodology is applied) is presented. Section 3 introduces the H∞-optimal control

problem along with its different synthesis methods, and presents the mathematical formu-

lation of the preview control problem. In Section 4, a hands-on procedure for synthesising

a GLA system based on the proposed synthesis method is given. Section 5 presents and

1Funded by the European Commission under the Competitive and Sustainable Growth Area of the

Fifth Framework Program.
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discusses the simulation results. Section 6 draws conclusions from this work and provides

recommendations for future work that could be continued.

2.0 DYNAMICS OF FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT

Most modern aircraft feature high-aspect-ratio wings, a slender fuselage and a thin,

lightweight structure, resulting in significant structural flexibility. There are two main reasons

why aeroelasticity needs to be accounted for: first, the coupling between the frequencies

of structural (or flexible) and rigid-body modes of the aircraft can, in the presence of

non-linearities, introduce effects on the flight dynamics, leading to the degradation of perfor-

mance and handling quality(28); and second, the structural modes spoil sensor measurements

and can potentially reduce stability margins. Hence, the structural flexibility and structural

modes have to be accounted for in the design of Flight Control Systems (FCSs). The problem

of FCS–structural coupling and a proposed solution for it were discussed in more detail

in Ref. [29]. The authors in Ref. [30] developed an aeroelastic model and applied it to the

flight dynamics analysis of the Rockwell B-1 bomber aircraft. The mathematical model used

the free vibration modes of the aircraft and was represented in the mean-axis system(31) to

minimise inertial coupling, while the coupling was instead captured via the aerodynamic

forces. The structure of this aeroelastic model, summarised in the following paragraphs, is

used in this paper.

The rigid-body dynamics of an aircraft expressed in the body axis system, the rotational

kinematics expressed based on Euler angles and the translational kinematics expressed in a

geodetic frame (assuming a flat, fixed Earth) can be represented by Equations (1), (2) and (3),

respectively.

X = m(u̇K + q wK − r vK) + m g sin �

Y = m(v̇K + r uK − p wK) − m g cos � sin �

Z = m(ẇK + p vK − q uK) − m g cos � cos �

L = Ixx ṗ − Ixy(q̇ − p r) − Ixz(ṙ + p q) − Iyz

(

q2 − r2
)

+ (Izz − Iyy)q r

M = Iyy q̇ − Ixy(ṗ + q r) − Iyz(ṙ − p q) + Ixz

(

p2 − r2
)

+ (Ixx − Izz)p r

N = Izz ṙ − Ixz(ṗ − q r) − Iyz(q̇ + p r) − Ixy

(

p2 − q2
)

+ (Iyy − Ixx)p q

· · · (1)

�̇ = p + q(sin � tan �) + r(cos � tan �)

�̇ = q cos � − r sin �

�̇ = q(sin � sec �) + r(cos � sec �)

· · · (2)

ẋ = uK(cos � cos �)

+vK(sin � sin � cos � − cos � sin �)

+wK(cos � sin � cos � + sin � sin �)

ẏ = uK(cos � sin �)

+vK(sin � sin � sin � + cos � cos �)

+wK(cos � sin � sin � − sin � cos �)

ż = −uK sin � + vK(sin � cos �) + wK(cos � cos �)

· · · (3)

For the structural dynamics, the total elastic displacement of the structure can be expressed

in terms of a modal expansion using n free vibration modes as given by Equation (4), whereas
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Figure 1. DLR’s Discus-2c sailplane in flight.

the n generalised coordinates associated with the respective n free vibration modes are gov-

erned by the n equations given in Equation (5). By using the mean-axis system, the aeroelastic

model is constituted of Equations (1), (2), (3) and (5), which are 12+n in number, have 12+2n

states and are non-linear coupled differential equations of first and second order.

dE(x, y, z, t) =

n
∑

i=1

(

φi(x, y, z) ηi(t)
)

· · · (4)

η̈i + 2 ζi ωi η̇i + ω2
i ηi =

Qi

mi

, i = 1, 2, . . . , n · · · (5)

Although the current work is primarily intended to be applied to large transport air-

craft (Part 25 of the FAA airworthiness standards(1) or CS-25 of the EASA certification

specifications(2)), an aeroelastic model of a sailplane is used in this paper. The sailplane is

DLR’s Discus-2c, shown in Fig. 1. The general mass and geometry characteristics, as well as

the modal characteristics of the sailplane can be found in Ref. [32]. A flight test measurement

system has been installed on the aircraft and allowed for the development of a non-linear

aeroelastic model of the discussed structure (Equations (1), (2), (3) and (5)) in the work of

Ref. [33] using system identification techniques. This allowed for the calculation of shear

forces, as well as torsional and bending moments at seven load stations, of which only three

(WR1, WR4 and HTR, shown in Fig. 2) are considered in this paper. The non-linear aeroelas-

tic model accounts for the change in the local angle-of-attack of the horizontal tail due to the

aircraft pitching motion as well as the time delay of the air flow reaching the horizontal tail

(by delaying the downwash angle through a first-order approximation of the angle-of-attack);

see Equations (5.16) and (5.17) of Ref. [33] or Equations (12) and (13) of Ref. [34] for more

detail. A linear aeroelastic model to be used for the control synthesis has been obtained and

validated with the non-linear aeroelastic model in Ref. [32].

At the time of flight tests used for obtaining the non-linear aeroelastic model, no actuators

were installed on the aircraft. Instead, the control surfaces were mechanically connected to

the pilot’s stick, and the pilot performed the flight manoeuvres by manually manipulating

the stick. If however a GLA system is to be applied, control surface actuators and automatic

manipulation are required. DLR has now integrated and tested elevator and aileron actuators.

On-ground and also in-flight tests have been performed to identify the elevator and aileron

actuators dynamics. Based on these tests, the actuators dynamics can be well represented by

the first-order dynamics given by Equation (6).

Gact
δe

=
δe,act

δe,cmd

=
1.14048

s + 1.14048
, Gact

δa
=

δ
sym
a,act

δ
sym
a,cmd

=
7.7105

s + 7.7105
· · · (6)
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Figure 2. Load stations and distribution of flight test sensors.

3.0 PREVIEW CONTROL

In Section 1, it was argued that, by measuring the turbulence or gusts at an adequate distance

ahead of the aircraft, the performance of GLA systems can be enhanced. To achieve this, it

is first required to know how to measure the turbulence or gusts and how to integrate this

measured signal into the control problem. A sensor technology that enables the measurement

of turbulence or gusts is Doppler LIDAR. In this type of sensor, a laser beam with a previously

known wavelength/frequency is transmitted and the back-scattered light (by aerosols and/or

air molecules in the atmosphere) is then received. The velocity of the aerosols/molecules –

which is correlated to the air velocity – can be calculated from the Doppler shift between the

frequencies of the transmitted and received laser beams. Hence, the wind speed and direction

can be determined from the measurements. This paper assumes that the wind field ahead of the

aircraft is available to the GLA system. Hence, the focus is rather on the optimal exploitation

of this measured signal rather than on how to obtain it.

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the sensor measures the wind at the

current time but at a location that the aircraft has not yet reached. Based on the remote wind

information gathered ahead of the aircraft at the present time and in the past, and based on

the aircraft motion, a ‘best guess’ of the future encountered wind can be made. The control

problem can then be represented by the block diagram shown in Fig. 3. From this figure, it

can be seen that the future encountered wind, which the controller ‘knows’ in advance, will

affect the aircraft after some time delay h.

The problem of structural load alleviation and ride quality enhancement of an aircraft when

encountering turbulence or gusts is by nature a disturbance rejection problem. In a disturbance

rejection problem, the goal is to minimise the impact of the disturbance (e.g. gust or turbu-

lence) on the regulated outputs, whose variations in response to the disturbance must be kept

as small as possible (e.g. structural loads or accelerations at various locations in the aircraft

cabin). For this purpose, an adequate measure of the transfer function, i.e. a system norm,

must be selected and then minimised. Two of the most widely used system norms are the

H2 and H∞ norms. The H2 norm can be interpreted as an average of the system gain taken

across all frequencies, whereas the H∞ norm is a measure of the peak gain of the system (i.e.

the largest amplification that the system may show to an input vector across all frequencies
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Aircraft

K

Controller

w(t)

w(t+h)

w(t)

w(t+h)

Time delay

Figure 3. Control problem with previewed disturbance.

P

K

w z

yu

Figure 4. Standard form for control synthesis.

and all input directions, the worst-case scenario). As the gust input is neither fixed nor has a

fixed power spectrum (i.e. the objective is to minimise the peak loads), the H∞ norm is better

suited here. Hence, the considered control problem can be well expressed as an H∞-optimal

control design problem, shown in Fig. 4. P is the weighted plant (i.e. the plant plus the weight-

ing functions that the control designer selects to specify the control objectives) and K is the

controller to be synthesised. The objective of the H∞ control design problem is to find the

controller K that yields a stable closed-loop system Tzw and ensures that its infinity norm is

less than a positive H∞ performance value γ (i.e. ‖Tzw‖∞ < γ ). The plant P can be expressed

in state-space form as given by Equation (7), where the matrices A, B1, B2, C1, C2, D11, D12,

D21 and D22 are of appropriate dimension.

ẋ(t) = A x(t) + B1 w(t) + B2 u(t)

P := z(t) = C1 x(t) + D11 w(t) + D12 u(t) · · · (7)

y(t) = C2 x(t) + D21 w(t) + D22 u(t)

The classical methods for synthesising H∞ controllers (by solving either algebraic Riccati

equations(35) or linear matrix inequalities(36)) result in state-space controllers that have the

same order as that of the weighted plant (i.e. full-order methods). To use these methods, all

the system inputs and outputs should be grouped into a single channel, which can include

unwanted cross-coupling terms in the overall transfer function. To overcome these disad-

vantages of full-order methods, researchers have investigated other methods, leading to a

new H∞-optimal control method that relies on non-smooth optimisation techniques(37). The

new method allows one to the choose the controller structure and order (i.e. fixed-structure
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P1

K1

u1

P2

K2

u2

P

K

w

w1

w2

z1

z2
z

y1

y2

Figure 5. Two-channel control synthesis.

delay e
–hs

Figure 6. Standard form for preview control synthesis.

method) as well as expressing the problem in a multi-channel formulation. The control prob-

lem can be illustrated in the case of two channels as shown in Fig. 5, for which an optimisation

problem of the form given by Equation (8) is solved. The multi-channel formulation can be

used for: first, achieving a trade-off between various H∞-norm criteria (in this case, the plants

P1, P2, etc, are representing the same plant P, but with different inputs wi and outputs zi;

and the controllers K1, K2, etc, are the same controller K); and second, performing robust

control design by simultaneously considering several models (e.g. corresponding to vari-

ous operating points or with different values for some uncertain parameters). In this paper,

both the full-order and fixed-structure methods will be used, where applicable2 and compared

with each other. This allows for the achievement of the required design flexibility by using

the fixed-structure method while examining the optimality of the synthesised controller via

comparison with that of the full-order methods.

minimize max
i

{
∥

∥Tz1w1
(P1, K1)

∥

∥

∞
,
∥

∥Tz2w2
(P2, K2)

∥

∥

∞

}

subject to K1 and K2 stabilise P1 and P2, respectively
· · · (8)

The preview control problem can typically be represented by the block diagram shown in

Fig. 6. The delay term can be accounted for in either the continuous(38) or discrete time(39)

domains. Contrary to the continuous-time approach, the discrete-time approach provides

2In some cases, the design requirements cannot be expressed using only one performance channel

(to which full-order methods are restricted), hence full-order methods are used only to conclude on the

solution optimality, which the fixed-structure method does not guarantee.
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a closed-form controller and allows the problem to be formulated in the context of full-order

as well as fixed-structure methods. Hence the discrete-time approach is followed in this paper.

However, in Ref. [39], the problem was formulated as a full-information state-feedback con-

trol problem and then solved using a state augmentation technique. Since in our case the

model dynamics are for flexible aircraft (i.e. they include flexible degrees of freedom that

cannot be measured), the problem needs to be formulated in the output-feedback setting. The

same state augmentation technique is still used. A complete derivation of the preview control

problem can be found in Ref. [40], which yields the discrete-time system given by Equation

(9). This system is in the standard form of a H∞ control problem given by Equation (7), hence

the characterisation of solvability relies exclusively on that of H∞ control theory.

ξ (k + 1) = A ξ (k) + B1 dp(k) + B2 u(k)

z(k) = C1 ξ (k) + D11 dp(k) + D12 u(k) · · · (9)

y(k) = C2ξ (k) + D21 dp(k) + D22 u(k)

4.0 CONTROL DESIGN

4.1 Methodology

To synthesise a controller based on the synthesis method discussed in Section 3 (i.e. discrete-

time H∞-optimal control with preview), the hands-on procedure given below is proposed.

Each step of this procedure is then detailed in Subsection 4.2:

1. Obtain the bare linear model of the aircraft

(a) Trim the non-linear model at the desired operating point

(b) Linearise the model at the trim point from the previous step

2. Adjust the linear model to be in the standard form for H∞ control

(a) If not already defined in the original non-linear model, add the exogenous distur-

bance inputs (without delay) to the linear model

(b) Include the actuator/sensor dynamics, if not already defined in the original non-

linear model

3. Normalise and weight the performance channels

(a) Normalise the inputs and outputs of the performance channels to obtain an open-loop

H∞ norm ∼= 1

(b) Add the appropriate input- and control-action weighting functions

4. Obtain the discrete-time preview system model

(a) Discretise the model with an adequate sampling time

(b) Add a chain of h unit delays (explained in more detail in Ref. [40]) to obtain the

discrete-time preview system model defined in Equation (9)

(c) Augment the measurement vector to include the previewed signal

5. Proceed to the steps that a specific control design method may require (e.g. MATLAB’s

hinfsyn or hinfstruct functions)
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4.2 Application

For step 1, the chosen trim flight condition is steady rectilinear flight defined by VTAS =

160km/h and h = 1,000m. In this paper, only the symmetric motion and loads, the short-

period mode for the rigid-body motion, as well as the first and third symmetric modes (first

and second wing vertical bending, respectively) for the flexible degrees of freedom are con-

sidered. The bare linear state-space model can be defined again as given by Equation (7), but

without the disturbance input w(t).

For step 2, since only the symmetric motion and loads are considered here, the exogenous

disturbance input w(t) is chosen to be a vertical gust or turbulence. Assuming small angles,

this vertical gust might be subtracted from the vertical component of the inertial velocity

vector of the aircraft in the body axis system, wK(t). This means that the B1 matrix in Equation

(7) will be equal to the first column of the A matrix. Since there is no direct transfer from the

gust or turbulence input to the regulated outputs and measurements, the matrices D11 and D21

are set to zero matrices of appropriate dimension. Hence, the system model is written as in

Equation (7).

In step 3, the regulated outputs are normalised to facilitate the expression of the design

preferences. A typical method for such normalisation is to divide them by their corresponding

load envelope values, which are not available to the authors. So in this work, a discrete-gust

design criterion from the airworthiness standards (Section 25.341 in Ref. [1]) or certification

specifications (CS 25.341 in Ref. [2]) is followed for the normalisation. According to this

criterion, a gust of 1 − cos shape, given by Equation (10), with a sufficient number of different

gust gradient distances H in the range of 30–350ft (9–107m) must be investigated to find the

critical response for each load quantity. Uds is the design gust velocity in equivalent airspeed

defined by Equation (11), s is the gust penetration distance, Uref is the reference gust velocity

and Fg is the flight profile alleviation factor(1,2). According to the criterion, Uref is to vary

linearly with altitude with Href = 350ft (107m). Fg is assumed to be equal to 0.5. Since this

criterion is for transport aircraft but the model aircraft used for the simulation is a sailplane, H

and Uds are scaled down by the ratio of the trim speed of DLR’s Discus-2c (160km/h) to that

of a transport aircraft (assumed Mach 0.5). The 1 − cos vertical gust input is shown in Fig. 7.

U =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

Uds

2

[

1 − cos
(πs

H

)]

0 ≤ s ≤ 2H

0 s > 2H

· · · (10)

Uds = UrefFg

(

H

Href

)1/6

· · · (11)

From Fig. 7, note that, as the gust gradient distance increases (i.e. the frequency of the

1 − cos gust input decreases), the amplitude increases. To reflect this in the control synthesis,

a frequency-shaping function must be added to the exogenous input of the plant (the gust

input here) to penalise the low-frequency inputs more than the high-frequency inputs. The

appropriate weighting function can be determined from the amplitude–frequency relation at

each gust gradient distance in Fig. 7. By doing so, the frequency-shaping function is given by

Equation (12).

GF
w =

25(s + 3)

(s + 2.5)(s + 30)
· · · (12)
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Figure 8. Singular values of the frequency response.

Finally, to achieve acceptable control actuation, high-frequency control actions should also

be penalised. This can be done by weighting the control actions with some functions, and

then defining them as output performance channels to be included in the computed H∞ norm.

The functions chosen here are given by Equation (13). The final obtained continuous-time

system will have a state vector of length equal to 12 (2 rigid-body states, 4 flexible degrees of

freedom, 2 states for actuator dynamics, 2 states for frequency-shaping function and 2 states

for control-action weighting functions).

GF
δe

=
uF

δe

δe,cmd

=
0.5(s + 0.01)

s + 1
, GF

δa
=

uF

δ
sym
a

δ
sym
a,cmd

=
s + 0.01

s + 7
· · · (13)

In step 4, an adequate sampling time (or frequency) is chosen for the plant discretisation.

The minimum sampling frequency at which a system can be sampled without introducing

errors (also known as the Nyquist rate) should be greater than twice the highest frequency

of that system. For the considered aircraft and trim condition, the highest frequency is

approximately 53rad/s or 8.4Hz. This means that the minimum sampling frequency is

approximately 16.8Hz, or the maximum sampling time is approximately 0.059s. This is the

minimum required sampling frequency; but, to accurately capture the shape of a signal,

the sampling frequency should ideally be at least ten times the highest frequency, which is

≈84Hz for the case considered here. This means that the sampling time must be at most

≈0.011s. In Fig. 8, the singular values of the frequency response of the open-loop system to

the gust input are compared for two sampling times: 0.05 and 0.01s. It can be seen that, for

a sampling time of 0.05s, the frequency response of the discrete-time system matches that of
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Figure 9. Time response to unit step (1m/s) vertical gust input.

the continuous-time system with good accuracy only up to frequencies of ≈20rad/s, which

is lower than the highest frequency of the system. At higher frequencies, the matching is no

longer good and cannot be accepted.

This result can be confirmed by looking at the time response of the outputs of the open-

loop system (for instance, the change in the bending moment at station WR1 from its trim

value) to a unit-step gust input for the same two sampling times, as shown in Fig. 9. It can

be seen that, in case of the sampling time of 0.05s, the shape of the signal is not accurately

represented. Consequently, in this work, the sampling time is chosen to be 0.01s. The final

obtained discrete-time system will be as given by Equation (9). Its state vector is composed

of the original system states (here 12 states), augmented with the additional states from the

h unit delays (h states). Its measurement vector y is composed of the considered feedback

measurements (here qIMU and aIMU
z ), augmented with the additional measurements from the

preview signal (h + 1 measurements).

5.0 RESULTS

5.1 Impact of the preview horizon on the performance of the GLA system

Normally, the structural loads on the inboard part of the wing are the highest and the most crit-

ical. This means that reducing the loads at this location allows the greatest structural weight

reduction. In particular, the bending moment is the main driver for the sizing of the inboard

part of the wing structure. For this reason, the bending moments at stations WR1 and WR4

are selected here. On the other hand, the aircraft locations that are very far from the aircraft

CG will be exposed to the highest accelerations and load factors. Consequently, the most crit-

ical locations when considering the ride quality might be the pilot and aft-fuselage locations.

Hence, the load factors at the pilot location and at station HTR are selected here as ride qual-

ity metrics. For a large transport aircraft, several locations across the cabin would have to be

considered for the ride quality.

For the feedback measurements, only the pitch rate and vertical acceleration measurements

of the IMU are selected. The accelerations of the wing or horizontal tail accelerometers are

neglected, as normally their signals might be noisy and usually contain, among other sources

of noise, undesired measurements of structural vibrations. The control effectors here are the

elevator and symmetrical aileron commands. Hence, to demonstrate the possible performance

enhancement of GLA systems using the proposed synthesis method of H∞-optimal control

with preview, the problem can be formulated as shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10. Control architecture of the synthesis problem for performance enhancement of the GLA system

using previewed wind information.

The same problem is solved using the full-order method and also using the fixed-structure

method. The chosen full-order method is based on solving algebraic Riccati equations using

the hinfsyn function of MATLAB R2019a’s Robust Control Toolbox. As indicated by the

name ‘full-order’, the obtained controller has order 12+h, which is the same order as the

weighted plant; i.e. the controller order is 52 if h = 40. The fixed-structure method provides

more freedom to select any structure and order of the controller as long as it remains linear

time invariant. This is particularly useful to ensure that the obtained controller can be eas-

ily implemented and gain-scheduled on a digital flight control computer. The method solves

an optimisation problem using the hinfstruct function of MATLAB R2019a’s Robust

Control Toolbox. The controller structure chosen here is a static gain matrix Kstatic combined

with two discrete-time first-order low-pass filters, as shown in Equation (14). Kstatic is of size

2 × 2 in the pure feedback case and 2 × (3 + h) in the preview case. The discrete-time first-

order filters used here correspond to low-pass filters with unit gain at low frequencies and a

cutting pulsation of 5rad/s for a sampling time of 0.01s.

Kstructured(z) =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

0.04877

z − 0.95123
0

0
0.04877

z − 0.95123

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

Kstatic · · · (14)
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Figure 11. H∞ performance value as a function of preview length for full-order and fixed-structure synthesis

methods (OL: Open Loop; FB: Feedback only).

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the H∞ performance value γ when varying the preview

length. Compared to the open-loop (OL) case, the H∞ norm can already be reduced using only

feedback (FB) of the pitch rate qIMU and the vertical acceleration aIMU
z . By adding the preview

of the forthcoming gusts/turbulence and increasing the preview length h, further improvement

can be obtained at first and then stagnates. In case of feedback only and also 0 preview length,

the achieved performance with the fixed-structure method is much less than that with the

full-order method. This is due to the fact that a much lower controller order is selected in the

fixed-structure case in order to ensure an easy implementation of the controller afterwards.

For larger preview lengths, both methods achieve almost the same performance.

It is crucial to understand that in the previous result, all the weighting functions have been

kept the same for all cases. In practice, for a given LIDAR sensor and hence a predefined

preview length, the control designer will rather adjust the weighting functions (especially the

ones used to penalise the control activity: GF
δe and GF

δa) for making the best possible trade-off

between the various design objectives.

Figures 12 and 13 show the time response of the aircraft to a 1 − cosine gust input. It can

be seen that the controller succeeded in commanding the elevator and symmetrical aileron in

order to reduce the structural loads and the load factors. For the feedback only case, the con-

troller mainly commands a negative symmetrical aileron deflection (i.e. trailing edge upward),

which reduces the lift variation on the outboard of the wing, and consequently reduces the

bending moment variation between the wing root and aileron stations. On the other hand, the

controller was not that successful in reducing the load factors (especially at the horizontal

tail station). With the preview included, the controller mainly commands positive symmet-

rical aileron deflection (i.e. trailing edge downward), which creates more lift, and can seem

slightly counter-intuitive at first. Nevertheless, the 400 ms anticipation offered by the preview

permits commanding the elevator to pitch the aircraft downwards in advance before encoun-

tering the gust, which would initiate a downwards flapping motion of the wings (compared

to their steady 1g flight shape). The positive symmetrical aileron deflection however permits

to alleviate this excitation of the first wing bending mode, see the time response of η1, and

thereby to reducing both the bending moments and the load factors at all stations.

Figures 12 and 13 show only the response for some selected preview lengths and one gust

input, but what about the other cases? In order to show this, the same type of simulations is
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Figure 12. Aircraft response to 1-cosine gust input – Part 1 (OL: Open Loop; FB: Feedback only; FBFF:

Feedback-Feedforward).

performed for all preview lengths and gust lengths covering the range prescribed by the certi-

fication. From all these cases, the maximum absolute value for each output is then computed

and shown as bars in Fig. 14, with both the full-order and fixed-structure methods. Except for

the feedback only and h = 0 cases, the trends are similar for both methods. A significant level

of load alleviation can be obtained for the bending moments at stations WR1 and WR4, with

relatively short preview. However, this is obtained with fairly large elevator commands and

little to no improvement in the load factor at the HTP station (which serves here as a comfort

criterion for passengers seated at the back of the aircraft). With increasing the preview length,

further reduction of the load factors is achieved with noticeably reduced elevator command.
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Figure 13. Aircraft response to 1-cosine gust input – Part 2 (OL: Open Loop; FB: Feedback only; FBFF:

Feedback-Feedforward).

In conclusion, the use of a LIDAR sensor that measures the gust at a sufficient distance

ahead of the aircraft enables controllers that achieve a better trade-off between structural load

alleviation, comfort improvement and low control activity, even with a very simple controller

consisting of a static gain matrix and two first-order low-pass filters. It is harder to achieve

such a trade-off with pure feedback or local angle-of-attack measurements. In case of fewer

requirements, e.g. only reduction of bending moment at station WR1, effective controllers

can be designed with pure feedback or short preview lengths.

5.2 Controller robustness to changes in operating condition

One important property that the synthesised controllers must satisfy is robustness to changes

in the operating conditions of the dynamic system. For an aircraft, this might be due to

changes of the flight condition (e.g. flight speed, altitude, aircraft configuration and/or mass

distribution). In this case, it is required to design a controller that satisfies the performance

requirements even in case of such slight deviations (which might be considered as a source

of uncertainty). Some ways to investigate the effect of such uncertainties on the closed-loop

system stability and performance might include: (1) µ-synthesis, (2) Monte Carlo simulations

and (3) robustness and worst-case analysis. In this paper, however, a different approach that
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Figure 14. Maximum absolute values of the regulated outputs for full-order (black) and fixed-structure

(gray) synthesis methods (OL: Open Loop; FB: Feedback only). Only one light green hatched bar is shown

for the open loop case as none of these controller types applies.

exploits the multi-model multi-channel formulation of the fixed-structure method is used to

investigate the effect of such system uncertainties. To do so, different systems (i.e. different

levels of uncertainty) are selected, and the multi-channel formulation is used to synthesise a

controller that achieves acceptable performance for all the considered systems. The synthesis

problem can be represented in this case as shown in Fig. 15 (with an arbitrary number of

plants Pi, each having a different level of uncertainty).

An example of such multi-model tuning is shown for two flight conditions of DLR’s

Discus-2c. The multi-channel formulation is used to synthesise the controller that achieves

the overall best performance for these two flight conditions. The first flight condition is

as previously defined (VTAS = 160km/h and h = 1, 000m), while the second is defined by

VTAS = 160km/h and h = 3, 000m.

The enhancement of performance as a function of the preview length for the two systems is

shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that the first flight condition is the most difficult to satisfy in

all cases (i.e. higher H∞ norm). This is not very surprising as both conditions correspond to

the same true airspeed, but the first one corresponds to a slightly lower altitude, i.e. a higher

equivalent airspeed. As for the previous example, the decrease of the H∞ norm for each

output also translates into a reduction of the peak structural loads and load factors for the

considered gust cases (Fig. 17). From these two figures, it can be noted that the controller is

robust against the assumed uncertainties in the operating condition. A complete and detailed

robustness analysis against other system uncertainties is still needed but lies beyond the scope

of this paper.
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Figure 15. Control architecture of the synthesis problem for robustness analysis.
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Figure 16. H∞ performance value in case of different flight conditions (OL: open loop; FB: feedback only).

Channel 1: VTAS = 160km/h and h = 1,000m. Channel 2: VTAS = 160km/h and h = 3,000m.

5.3 Behaviour of the GLA system towards continuous turbulence

The airworthiness standards(1) or certification specifications(2) require the dynamic response

of the aircraft to vertical and lateral continuous turbulence to be taken into account. Two

of the most widely used continuous turbulence inputs are those with the von Kármán and

the Dryden velocity spectra. Figure 18 shows a vertical continuous turbulence with the

von Kármán velocity spectrum, whereas Fig. 19 shows the response of the aircraft to it.

Note that the controller performs very well in case of preview (feedback-feedforward, FBFF,
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Figure 18. Continuous turbulence with von Kármán velocity spectrum.

at h = 40) in decreasing the load factor and alleviating the structural loads, with acceptable

control deflections and rates.

As could be expected after analysing the results of the discrete gust cases, the structural load

alleviation of the feedback-only system as well as its capacity to reduce the vertical load fac-

tors at the front and back of the aircraft is significantly lower. Moreover, even though the pure

feedback controller is far from achieving the performance level of the combined feedback-

feedforward, it requires a significantly higher control command bandwidth, as can be observed

from the commanded deflection rates for both the elevator (δ̇e,cmd) and symmetrical aileron

(δ̇
sym
a,cmd). The maximum deflection commands are higher with the feedback-feedforward con-

troller, but at significantly lower rates, which is a rather desirable property for decreasing the

fatigue of the structure and actuators.
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Figure 19. Aircraft response to the continuous turbulence with von Kármán velocity spectrum (OL: open

loop; FB: feedback only; FBFF: feedback–feedforward at h = 40).

6.0 CONCLUSION

Based on the simulation results, the performance of the GLA system is significantly enhanced

by previewing the disturbance input and actuating the control surfaces before the disturbance

is encountered. The frequency-domain optimisation criteria used in this paper, which are

based on the H∞ norm of the transfer function from the disturbance to the loads, correlates

well with the peak loads obtained from the time-domain simulations to discrete gust encoun-

ters. Hence, the GLA system can be synthesised using state-of-the-art, commonly available

H∞ control design algorithms and a disturbance rejection formulation.

Formulating the preview problem in the discrete time domain makes it easier to express it

as a standard H∞-optimal control problem. The main design variable is the preview length

h, which translates into the looking distance of the Doppler LIDAR sensor. By increasing

the preview length, the controller can further reduce the structural loads and load factors

until reaching a lowest value, beyond which no more performance enhancement is achiev-

able. Design trade-offs and controller robustness are easily achieved using the multi-channel

formulation of the fixed-structure synthesis method.

The controllers with a larger preview length (here 30–40 samples) showed very good load

alleviation performance, whilst applying significantly more gentle commands than those with

a short preview horizon or pure feedback. Such differences are particularly important for
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practical applications, as they would lead to less fatigue of the structure and actuators. The

control synthesis criteria used here partly capture the desire for gentle/low-gain controllers

through the frequency-weighted penalisation of the control actions, but additional criteria

could be investigated in the future to directly penalise the fatigue at relevant locations of the

airframe. This would provide finer tuning options to GLA control designers.
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